
English 215: Introduction to Creative Writing 
Block 2: October 2–October 25, 2017, in the Thomas Commons, Atkinson Room 

Course Meets Every Day from 9-11 and 1-3 
LaTanya McQueen // lmcqueen@cornellcollege.edu // (319) 895-4432 

Office hours: Mondays 3-4pm in Van Etten-Lacey House, & by appointment 
 

COURSE INTRODUCTION 
This course is a way to examine writing from every angle. We'll read a broad range  
of narratives in different styles and  forms  and  discuss  them  in  depth—what  
makes a particular story successful? What is the essay doing thematically and 
structurally? Where is the line between what makes a story a story, an essay an essay, 
and a poem a poem? How do we apply the same techniques we see in published 
works in writing our own stories, poems, and essays? This course is meant to foster   
a supportively critical community where writing  can  be  created,  shared,  
critiqued, and revised. 

 
 
MATERIALS 

° All required readings are available on Moodle. The readings include stories, essays, 
and poems that span the gamut in aesthetic, style, author background, and genre, 
as well as a number of craft essays that focus on issues concerning creative writing. 
Please print them all and don’t squeeze multiple pages on one sheet. Part of this 
reason is because we read best when reading off paper, in a comfortable type size, 
but also you are expected to be annotating each individual piece. If printing will be 
a problem for you, let me know (however, keep in mind—these readings are in 
lieu of a course textbook, which had I done instead, would have run you double, if 
not triple the cost). You’re expected to bring every day’s readings to class. 

The authors we will be reading include (among a couple other poets): Samuel 
Delaney, Italo Calvino, Ted Chiang, Toni Morrison, James Baldwin, Danielle 
Evans, Jackson Bliss, Lucy Corin, Karen Russell, Jennifer Egan, Sam Lipsyte, 
Charles Yu, Cheryl Strayed, Ryan Van De Meter, John D’Gata, Virgina Woolf, 
David Sedaris, John Edgar Wideman, Bonnie J. Rough, Susan Orlean, John 
McPhee, Maggie Nelson, Eula Biss, Faith Adiele, Ander Monson, Nikky Finney, 
Kaveh Akbar, Layli Long Soldier, Mary Ruefle, Danez Smith, Ocean Vuoug, 
Natalie Diaz, and Anne Carson; as well as craft articles from: Justin Taylor, Gary 
Lutz, Phillip Lopate, Lisa Knopp, Brenda Miller, Margot Singer, Jenny Xhang, 
Claire Vaye Watkins, Alison Stine, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Benjamin Percy, 
Kate Elliot, and Bryan Watson 

We’ll also look at a few performance pieces from the following (among a couple 
others): Porsha O., Desiree Dallagiacomo, Saul Williams, Beau Sia, Denice 
Frohman, Joel Francois, Sam Samson, RJ Walker, and Hanif Abdurraqib. 

***Note on the reading: I don't like quizzes, especially for a creative writing 
course, but if at any time it becomes apparent that you did not do the reading, or if 
no one bothers to participate in class, then instead of doing the lesson plan for the 
day we will have a pop quiz over the material. 

° Recommended: 100-sheet composition notebook—the non-spiral, 9.5x7.5 inch 
kind. 

 
 

“If you don't like someone's 
story, write your own.” 

— Chinua Achebe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONSCIENTIOUS 
REFUSALS 

The readings assigned in 
this course cover a wide 
range of genres, topics, 

and themes. Some are R- 
rated. Some may contain 
triggers for survivors of 
trauma. Because reading 

involves a process of 
discovery, I won’t 
provide warnings. 

However, if you have 
concerns about a 

particular topic or 
trigger, I welcome your 

getting in touch. 

mailto:lmcqueen@cornellcollege.edu
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/8051.Chinua_Achebe


WRITING HOURS 
Twice a week I’ll have designated “writing hours” at the Van-Etten Lacey House. These 
will be roughly two hours twice a week that will take place once on the weekend and the 
other time during the week. As a class, we’ll discuss specific days/times that will work 
and to accommodate everyone these will be rotated weekly (every Monday we will go 
over the new “writing hours” for that week. These sessions are informal, you’re not 
required to come, however much I’d like you to. The purpose of these is to give you a 
specific time and space for you to work on your own writing (as well as informally 
discuss/share your own work with students before our workshop). 

 
 
GRADE BREAKDOWN & EVALUATION 

° Participation 
(including in-class participation, in-class & 
homework writing assignments, 
& two reflections for an out-of-class event) 20% 

“If there's a book that you want 
to read, but it hasn't been 

written yet, then you must 
write it.” 

— Toni Morrison 

° Workshop Submission Piece 
° Revision Assignments & (Optional) 

Revision 
° Workshop Annotations & Feedback Letters 

10% 
 
10% 
30% 

° Critiquing Assignments 30% 
 

Excellent work (A) shows initiative and sophistication that consistently exceeds 
expectations, reflecting a deep commitment to the creative process; a capacity 
for analysis, reflection, and bold revision; and/or an active, thoughtful 
leadership role in the class. 

Good work (B) exceeds requirements by demonstrating evidence of effective 
revision; showing preparation, organization, and improvement; and/or 
contributing actively and constructively in the classroom. 

Satisfactory work (C) engages with the creative process, is completed on time, 
gives basic attention to revision, shows improvement, and/or contributes 
positively to the classroom environment. 

Unsatisfactory (D) work or lower means that you have not met minimum class 
standards in some way. 

 
 
ASSIGNMENTS 

° CRITIQUING ASSIGNMENTS: Throughout the semester you’ll do a series of critiquing 
assignments over the reading material. You will be expected to closely read and 
annotate ALL the pieces, as well as writing practice feedback notes to the author. 
These close reading and critiquing assignments will further prepare you to provide 
more thoughtful and beyond surface-level critique of your peers’ work, as well as 
being able to look critically at your own writing. 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3534.Toni_Morrison


***Note: Just as a clarification, you are expected to read and annotate all of the 
readings throughout the block. A couple of times during the block (times 
unknown to you) I will take up the readings and  grade  your  critiquing 
comments, so you are expected to always be annotating the pieces. This 
process will help train your eye to see the construction behind the art. I      
want  you  consciously  thinking  about  the  choices these writers make. 
What is working? What would you do differently? Remember, just 
because a piece is published doesn’t mean it’s perfect! It’s important to 
always be thinking about how work can be made better, and in turn, that  
is how we ourselves can be made better writers. 

° REVISION ASSIGNMENTS: In this class there will also be a strong emphasis 
on revision through the completion of a sequence of revision 
assignments. Each one will focus on a different craft technique and will 
be followed by a writing prompt meant to open you up to new  avenues 
for your piece. There is a tendency in creative writing classes to believe that once 
something is written it’s done, but true writing is revision, and hopefully with 
these assignments you’ll begin to see the ways in which this is true. For the 
purpose of these assignments, please bring in a prose piece (although for some the 
techniques, particularly the cut-up technique, can be applied to poetry as well). 
***Note: At the end of the semester, you are welcome to submit a revision of 
your workshopped piece for me to evaluate. This is optional because I understand 
the revision process can be different for everyone. Therefore, if you have 
something ready for me to look at again, you can provide me a copy   for 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
WORKSHOP COMMUNITY 

feedback. Depending on how many students decide to do this, it might 
take me a few days toward the next block to get comments back to you, 
and of course any of you are welcome to come visit me to talk about  
your writing endeavors after this block is over (that’s what  I’m here 
for!). 

° WRITING ASSIGNMENTS: These fiction exercises will usually correspond 
with the stories we've been reading that week, but not always. Some of 
these exercises will be collaborative (the world-building assignment and 
Invisible Cities vignette, the partner profile) others will be assigned writing 
exercises that correspond with the readings (the annotations from a 
“minor” character, the Oulipo piece, the researched image essay vignette, 
along with the free-writing prompts). The exercises are to help you to 
explore different elements of craft as well as to foster additional story 
ideas   that    you    may    use    in    subsequent    workshop submissions. 

 
 

ON WORKSHOP 

Each student will workshop at least ten pages of work (please use a font  
like Garamond or Times New Roman, font size either 10 or 12, and one- 
inch margins) near the end of the block. This should be either a fully 
developed story, essay, poem, or poem series, on any subject, in a mode of 
your choice. Please bring work you’re excited about sharing with the rest  
of the class while knowing it’s not completely finished yet. 
For your workshop, you will be expected to come to class prepared. This 
means that on the date selected on the schedule, you will need to bring 

When in the workshop environment, a 
few things are crucial. First, be helpful. 
If you don’t like something, you need 
to explain why. Being articulate will 
help you become more aware of your 

own style and will give the person 
whose work you are critiquing a reason 

to take your feedback seriously. 
Secondly, be polite and be generous. 
Everyone is putting themselves out 

there, so respect is an absolute 
requirement. 



printed copies (16) for everyone in the class. 
On the workshop day students being workshopped should come with a list of 
questions and issues concerning their piece that they’re wanting discussed. For those 
not being workshopped, you will need to come with your annotations of the piece(s) 
and be prepared to turn in your comments on the pieces being workshopped. These 
comments should be a minimum of one page typed (at least 500 words), and you  
will need to bring two copies: one for the writer being workshopped that day and 
one for me. 
Participation is part of your grade, and includes active involvement in all discussions, 
written comments on your classmates’ work, turning in your workshop piece on 
time, and being punctual. 
I have specific guidelines for how the workshop should be handled that I will address 
later in the block when the time comes. We will also conduct a mock workshop so 
that everyone will be familiar with the workshop format and student expectations. 

 
 
ON CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION & ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT 
You are expected to attend every class meeting. More than merely attending, though, 
you are expected to be present in every sense of the word—mentally and physically— 
no matter who is speaking or what the class activity is. You should arrive focused, 
prepared, and on time. Cell phones, laptops, and all other electronic devices must be 
turned off and stowed away during class, old-school airplane-style (with exceptions for 
emergencies, to accommodate learning styles, etc.). This will facilitate the hush we 
need to read and write and observe and listen and think well. 

I keep a daily record of participation and will share this feedback with you on request. 
It’s important to note that effective participation is not simply about having a lot to say; 
it’s about maintaining a strong level of engagement with your fellow classmates and the 
subject at hand, thinking consciously about when to share the floor, how to listen 
dynamically, and when to speak up in a way that will take the conversation further and 
create openings for others to join in. 
***Note on Participation: This is where the critiquing assignments will help you. 
Please bring questions you have over the readings. What parts of the piece confuse or 
interest you? What lines do you love? Mark up examples that you believe are great 
examples of craft (real dialogue, effective characterization, evocative imagery, etc.). 
Bring these to share with the class. Remember, what YOU notice about a piece will be 
different from everyone else. Your perspective, your voice, is just as necessary to the 
creative writing conversation. 
AUTHOR EVENTS: You are required to go to at least two of the author readings 
throughout the course of this block. After the reading, write a one-page (double- 
spaced) reflection about the experience where you comment on an aspect of craft you 
learned  or  found  interesting.  I  strongly  encourage  everyone  to  make  one  of  these 



Rebecca Entel’s “Fingerprints Of Previous Owners” Reading on October 5. Further 
information (as well as other readings) are listed with the accompanying block 
schedule. 

 
ON ABSENCES 
Any unexcused absence will cause your participation grade to drop; falling asleep or 
otherwise being “absent” during class—even if you are physically present—will also 
be recorded as absence. EXCUSED ABSENCES (for illness, emergency, religious 
obligation, etc.) will not affect your grade, but—because so much of your learning 
in this course happens during irreproducible in-class  conversation—more  than 
three excused absences will occasion a conversation about withdrawal. Please be in 
touch about excused absences before they occur. You are responsible for finding  
out about work missed during absences of any kind. 

LATE WORK is acceptable only by arrangement at least 24 hours in advance, and it 
may not always be logistically possible to make up a workshop, even if an absence is 
excused. I’ll try to accommodate you—it helps if you’re in touch as soon as 
possible. 

 
 
LEARNING ACCOMMODATIONS 
Cornell College is committed to providing equal educational opportunities to all 
students. If you have a documented learning disability and will need accommodation 
in this course, you must request the accommodation(s) from me as early as possible   
and no later than the end of day four. Additional information about the policies and 
procedures for accommodation of learning disabilities is available at 
http://www.cornellcollege.edu/academic-support-and- 
advising/disabilities/index.shtml. Whether or not you have a documented disability, 
you are encouraged to be in touch as soon as possible about your particular learning 
needs. 

 
 
ACADEMIC HONESTY 
You’re expected to take inspiration from published work and from your classmates, 
but any borrowing (of language, concept, or form) must be clearly and explicitly 
acknowledged. If you’re unsure whether or how to acknowledge source material, 
always ask. Failure to appropriately acknowledge sources—i.e., plagiarism—will be 
reported to the College. 

This course supports the Educational Outcomes 
of Cornell College with particular emphases on 
inquiry, communication, intercultural literacy, 
and citizenship. 

http://www.cornellcollege.edu/academic-support-and-

